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Let (X,, j3 1) be a strictly stationary sequence of uniformly mixing random 
variables with zero mean, unit variance and finite fourth moment. Form the vector 
S, =x;:=, a,X, where a,,, = (a,,,l, a&‘, a,, , an,2 E R’ and la,, I < 1, Iani2 I Q 1. We 
estimate the rate at which S, converges to normality. The extension of this result to 
bounded P-valued weights (s > 1) is immediate. 0 1988 Academic press, IK. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,, j> 1) be a strictly stationary sequence of random variables with 
E(X,) = 0, E(X,)2 = 1, E(X,)4 < co. (1.1) 
Consider the vector 
where 
and 
S, = i a,Xj, 
j=l 
I%jk I G 1, k= 1,2. 
Let 
c;= V” =cov S”. 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
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Define the discrepancy 
A,, = sup 
(I 
s I,(x)(F,, - @“,)(dx) : K convex, (Borel) measurable 
> 
, (1.6) 
where F, is the distribution of S, and @J”~ is the distribution of a bivariate 
normal random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix V,. ZK(x) is 
the indicator function of the set K. 
Let MS: be the sigma-algebra generated by (X,, j = a, . . . . b). A sequence 
(Xj, j>, 1) is said to be uniformly mixing if there is a non-increasing 
sequence (q(k), k 2 1) such that q(k) + 0, k -+ co, and 
sup sup IPtAB) iFJ;4) P(B)’ < q(n), P(A) > 0. (1.7) f AE M;,Be My+, 
In this paper we estimate the rate at which A,, tends to zero when 
(Xi, ja 1) is uniformly mixing. 
A number of writers have estimated the rate at which A,, tends to zero 
when F, and QV, are distribution functions and (Xj, j 2 1) is a sequence of 
independent and identically distributed random variables. Important con- 
tributions to this problem have been made by Afghahi [l] and Dunnage 
[7] using a bivariate version of Esseen’s inequality. Afghahi’s result does 
not require the existence of moments greater than the second. 
There is a large body of work on rates of convergence in the central limit 
theorem for dependent vector-valued random variables. Rates of con- 
vergence have been obtained for stationary sequences of random vectors 
satisfying the strong or uniformly mixing dependence conditions, see 
Dehling [6] and Hipp [lo]. Results for possibly non-stationary sequences 
have been restricted to martingale-differences or m-dependent sequences 
see Basu [3], Butzer et al. [S], or Rhee and Talagrand [13, 141. A 
comprehensive review of central limit theorems for dependent real valued 
random variables is given in Eberlein and Taqqu [8]. 
Our result appears to be the first for non-stationary mixing random 
vectors. Notice that the vectors (anjXj, j> 1) have degenerate covariance 
matrices. 
The principal results of this paper are presented in Section 2 and proved 
in subsequent sections. In Section 5 our results are compared with earlier 
work. In Glendinning [9] we use Theorem 2.1 to estimate the asymptotic 
growth of the expected number of real zeros of a random polynomial with 
uniformly mixing coefficients. In this case we find A, for log n sums of the 
form given in (1.2). Each sequence has different weights in this case. With 
this application in mind we pay particular attention to the properties of the 
constants C and N given by Theorem 2.1. 
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For any symmetric positive definite matrix B we take B”2 to be its sym- 
metric square root. The largest and smallest eigenvalues of B are given by 
I,,,(B) and n,,,(B). Tr B is the trace of B. We denote the norm of B by 
II Bll, where IlBll = 1,,,(B). Throughout this paper we take C, C,, and C2 
to denote generic constants. 
2. RESULTS 
Let 
(2.1) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (Xi, j 2 1) be a strictly stationary sequence of 
untformly mixing random variables satisfying the moment condition (1.1). 
Suppose that 
0) f jq”4(j)< a, (2.2) 
j=l 
(it) T,, + 00, n-tco, (2.3) 
(iii) T;‘V, + V, n-+oo, V positive definite, (2.4) 
and there are integers M,, and NO such that for n 2 NO and m 2 MO we have 
k5?2 
E(z,“=+” Clajk Xj)’ 
c;z,” aijk 
>C>O, v= 1, . . . . n-m. (2.5) 
Then there is a constant C and an integer N such that 
A,, < CTi2’11, n 2 N. 
Remark 2.1. C is a constant depending on V, (q(k), k 2 1 ), the 
constants in (2.5) and E(X,)4 only. The integer N is chosen so that 
IIT;‘Vn - VII <&I and T,-’ <e2 for n> N. 
where .sr and c2 depend on C only. 
The extension of Theorem 2.1 to sequences of R”-valued weights (s 2 1) 
whose components satisfy (1.4) is immediate. 
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COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that (Xi, j> 1) satisfies (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) 
of Theorem 2.1. If (2.5) is satisfiedfor k = 1, . . . . s we have 
A <CT-2/” ” ” 3 n > N. 
In this case C depends on s through the constants given in Lemmas 4.2, 4.3, 
4.4, and 4.6. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In this section we state some well known results used in this paper. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Ibragimov [ 11 I). Zf the random variables f, and f2 are 
measurable with respect to Mi and My,., respectively, and 
EIfllP<ab Elf*14<% 
with p, q > 1 and 
Then 
LEMMA 3.2 (Yoshihara [15]). Let (X,, j> 1) be a sequence of uniformly 
mixing random variables with zero mean. Suppose that for some even integer 
ma2 we have 
E(X,)“d M< 00, j2 1, 
ir, (i+ l)m’*- l (q(i))“” < 03. 
Then for every sequence of real numbers (aj, j> 1) we have 
where C, is an absolute constant depending on m, M, and (q(i), i 2 1). 
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4. METHOD 
We partition the sequence (clnjXj, j 2 1) into consecutive sections. We 
call the odd sections blocks and the even sections separating blocks. Write 
Di for the set of consecutive indices of (Xi, j> 1) included in the ith block. 
We denote the sum of the ith block by 
The cardinality of Di is hi. Similarly 0; is the set of consecutive indices of 
(Xi, ja 1) included in the ith separating block and 
z,; = 1 cinjxj. (4.2) 
jeD; 
The cardinality of D( is k, with the possible exception of the final 
separating block. Now S, = S,, + SnB, where 
S”, = f Ye, S&l = f Z”i, 
i=l i= 1 
and I, is the number of blocks. 
Blocks are constructed so that ( Yni, i= 1, . . . . I,) can be approximated to 
arbitrary precision by a sequence of independent random vectors as n tends 
to infinity. Blocks are constructed iteratively using a modification of a 
method suggested by Philipp [12]. 
Let (s,, n 2 1) be a sequence of real numbers satisfying the conditions 
s, 2 1, s, + co and s, =o(T,) asn+ co. (4.4) 
Construct a sequence of positive integers (k,, n 2 1) such that k, = o(s,) as 
n-+oo. 
Suppose that i blocks have been constructed. Write 
ri = i (h, + k,), r. =O. 
We tind an integer hi+ r such that 
(4.5) 
and 
r,+h,+i+l r,+hi+l+l 
c anjl xj c (4.6) 
j=r,+ 1 j=rf+ 1 
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If ri +hi+ 1 + 1 >n we set Di+l = (ri + 1, . . . . n), Di,, = 0 and the 
process terminates with I, = i+ 1. When ri + hi+ r + 1 <n we set Di+ 1 = 
(ri + 1, . . . . ri + hi+ 1) and D:+ i = (ri +hi+ i + 1, . . . . min(n, ri + hi+ 1 + k,)). 
The process terminates if ri + hi+ 1 + k, > n. If ri + hi+ r + k, < n we repeat 
the process. 
Construct a sequence ( Wni, i= 1, . . . . I,) of independent random vectors 
with the property that Wni and Yni have- the same distribution. Let 
w, = i wni, R, = Cov( W,). 
i=l 
(4.7) 
In the same way as (3.5) of Hipp [lo] we have 
A,, < i Ai + CT,-“. 
i=l 
(4.8) 
where C is a constant and the Als are defined below. 
A, = P(IZ,‘S,,I > CT;“), (4.9) 
K convex, measurable 
> 
. 
Let the distribution of W, be H,. Then 
A, = sup 
(I 
s I,(x)(H, - @)R,)(dx) : K convex, measurable 
> 
. 
A, = sup IK(x)( aR. - @ ,,,)( dx) : K convex, measurable 
> 
. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Next we derive an estimate for the difference between R, and V,, as n 
tends to infinity. Our estimates are given in terms of s,, I,, and k, and are 
used to evaluate A,. First some notation. Let A = (au) be a matrix with 
real elements and write A+ = (lay I). The maximal element of A+ is 
denoted by T(A). Now by simple calculation 
where 
V~=RR,+f22+523+Q,, (4.13) 
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SO 
T(V, - R,) < r(sz,) + Q-J,) + W,). (4.14) 
From (2.5) and our construction there is an integer N, depending on s,, 
T,, and the constants implied by (2.5) only, such that I,, > 1 for n 2 IV,. 
LEMMA 4.1. rf 
02 
1 q”‘(j) < co. 
j=l 
then the following inequalities hold for n 2 N, : 
r(i2,) < C&k,‘, r(Q,) < CI,k;/2s;J2, I’(&) < Cl,k,. 
(4.15) 
Proqfi Now 
E Y,,j Y;, = ynjl ynkl ynjl ynk2 
ynf2 ynkl ynj* yn$2 1 ’ 
where 
ynj = ( ynjl 9 yn$?)'9 ynk = ( Ynkl Y  Y&2)‘* 
From Lemma 3.1 we have for S, t, = 1, 2, 
IEYnjs Ynkr I G 2V”2(njkNE( Ynjs)‘)“‘(E( Ynkr)2)“2, (4.16) 
where 
k + 1, k=j+l, 
k-l 
njk = k,(k-A+ 1 h, +l, k>j+l, (4.17) 
v=j+l 
nkj, j-c k. 
As E( Yijs)’ and E( Y&r)’ are bounded above by s, we have 
r(EYj YLk) < 2q1'2(njk) S,. (4.18) 
From (4.17) we have 
njk > lk- jl k,. (4.19) 
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From (4.18) and (4.19) we have 
r&22,) <2s, i i cP”2(lk-A k”). 
j= I,jfk k= 1 
(4.20) 
By simple calculation we have 
“- f ,  &‘2(vk) < Ck,‘, 
k, > 1, (4.21) 
where C is a constant depending on (q(j), j 2 1) only. Using (4.20) and 
(4.21) gives 
Z-(0,) < Cs,Z,k,? (4.22) 
Now 
0, = 2 i EY,,Z& +(ES,,S;,)‘. 
j=I k=l 
(4.23) 
In the same way as for Q2 we have 
lEYnjsZ&, 1 < 2q”‘(njk)(E( Ynjs)2)“2 (E(Z”k,)‘)“*, S> t  = 1, 2, (4.24) 
where 
1, k = j, 
njk = i h,+(k-j)k,+l, k>j+l, 
v=j+l 
nkj-1, k<j-1. 
Now by Lemma 3.2 we have 
(4.25) 
E(z,,,)2 d Ck,, k = 1, . . . . I,, t = 1, 2, 
and by construction 
E&s)*~~,, j= 1, . . . . I”, s= 1,2. 
so 
r&2,) < Cs;l”k;l* i 2 rP “*( njk). 
j=l &=I 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
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From (4.25) we see that 
k$, ~p’/~(n~~)< C, j= 1, . . . . I,. (4.29) 
The desired result follows. Now 
Q4 = i f EZniZij. (4.30) 
i=l j=l 
Again 
(EZ,,Z,, 1 < 2@‘(nv)(E(Z,iS)2)“2 (E(Z,,)2)1’2, s, t = 1, 2, (4.31) 
where 
fly= i h,+(j-i-l)k,+l, j>i+l; nii=nji, j<i+ 1. (4.32) 
v=i+l 
The desired result follows in the same way as for Q2, using (4.26), (4.31), 
and (4.32). 
Next some properties of our construction. 
LEMMA 4.2. The following inequalities hold under the conditions of 
lemma 4.1: 
(i) Let CE (0, C;‘) where C, is the constant in Lemma 3.2. Then 
there is an integer N2 such that 
hi > Cs,, i = 1, . . . . I,,-l,n>N,. 
(ii) Take C,>V(l,l)+V(2,2) and O<C,<(V(l,l)+V(2,2))/2. 
Then there is an integer NT such that 
2c,%l,>c,q n>N,. 
sll S” 
Proof: By construction we have 
3, < maW( L + ccd’r)2, Et L + %r2K)2h 
where 
(4.33) 
i-l 
r= C (h”+k”)+hi+l. 
lJ=l 
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Using (Ll), (1.4), and (4.33) gives 
Sn < E( Yrzi/c + anr/cxr)* < EYZ,, + Z(Ec,)“* + 1, k = 1, 2. (4.34) 
From Lemma 3.2 we have 
EC,, < C*hi, k= 1, 2. (4.35) 
Using (4.35) and (EY$k)“2 <si/* gives 
or 
s n < C,h, + 2s”* + 1 n 
hi >(l -~s,“~-.ss,~) C,‘s,. 
The desired result follows. 
(4.36) 
Next we demonstrate (ii). Let Cr and C2 be constants such that C1 > 
V(1, 1) + V(2,2) and C2 < (V(1, 1) + V(2,2))/2. From (2.4) there is an 
integer N, such that 
so 
C,T,, >Tr V,, >2C,T,, naN,. (4.37) 
2r( V,, - R,) + C, T, > Tr R, > 2C, T,, - 2lJ V, - R,), n 2 N,. (4.38) 
From our construction we have an integer N,,, 2 N, such that 
(l/2) l,,sn G Tr R, < 21,s,, n 2 N,,, (4.39) 
where N, is defined in Lemma 4.1. Then 
4ZJ V, - R,) + 2C1 T, B Ins,,, n 2 max(N,,, N3). (4.40) 
Take E to be an arbitrary positive constant. From Lemma 4.1 and our 
construction we have an integer N4 2 N,O such that 
r(J’, -R,) <E 
s,L 
9 n>N,. (4.41) 
Dividing the terms of (4.40) by s,I, and using (4.41) gives the upper bound 
for I, when n 2 max(N,, N,, NIo). The lower bound follows in the same 
way. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 4.1 we have an integer N, 
such that 
A, <W(V, -R,)T;‘, n>N,. 
Proof: Let qe(x, y) be a bivariate normal density with covariance 
matrix B and zero mean. We use the following result due to Hipp [lo]. 
Take A to be any measurable set in R2. Then 
cpAx, Y)-!-~~ c~e(x, ~11 GC I-BII, (4.42) 
where B is a non-singular covariance matrix and C is an absolute constant. 
Take B = (R,!,” V,- ‘j2)’ (R!/* V; ‘j2) in (4.42). Then 
CPAX, Y) - J (Pi?& Y) 
AYEA 
d C II V,- 1’2ll II J’n - R,, II II f’,- “*Il. (4.43) 
Take C, > /I V-“2l/. Then by (2.4) there is an integer N, such that 
11 V-1/211 < C, T-l’*, n > N,. 
4Z+‘, -R,). ’ 
The desired result follows as II V, -R, II < 
LEMMA 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 there is an integer N, 
and a constant C such that 
A, = sup 
(I 
1 Z,(x)(H, - QRJ(dx) : K convex, measurable 
> 
< Cl, 112, n>N,. 
Proof: We show that the conditions of Corollary 17.2 of [4, p. 1651 are 
satisfied by the sequence ( Wni, i= 1, . . . . Z,,). From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we 
have 
r(V, -R,)T,-l-+0, n-+oo. (4.44) 
Take CE (0, ~min( V)). From (2.3), (2.4), and (4.44) there is an integer N, 
such that such that 
Amin 2 CTn > 0, n>N,. (4.45) 
Consequently R,,I; ’ is positive definite for n > N8 and the conditions of 
Corollary 17.2 of [4] are satisfied. So 
A, ~ C(~,i,(R,I,‘))-3’2 ~3In”~, n2N,, (4.46) 
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where p3 = I; l Cf?t= r E 1 Wni 1 3 and C is a constant depending on the dimen- 
sionality of Wni only. Now 
EjW,i/3<2”2(E1Wnil13+EIW,i213), i=l,..., 1,. (4.47) 
Recall that E I W,,, I 3 = E I Y,,ik I 3, k = 1,2, by construction. Apply 
Lemma 3.2 to E 1 Y,, 14. Then 
( > 
3/2 
E I Wni/c I 3 < C C a& , k= 1,2;i= 1, . . . . I,. (4.48) 
jc D, 
From Lemma 4.2 we can choose an integer N, > max(N,, N2) such that 
hi 2 M,, i = 1, . . . . 1, - 1 when n 2 N,. Then using (2.5) gives 
>C c azjk,, k=l,2,i=l,..., l,-l,n>N,. 
iED, 
(4.49) 
By considering the case were h, < M, and h, 2 M, separately we obtain 
E I Wn,,k I 3 < Cs;f/‘, k=1,2,naN,. (4.50) 
SO 
p3 < cq2, nZN,. (4.51) 
From Lemma 4.2 we have 
I, < CT,,s, ‘, n>N,. (4.52) 
The desired result follows by taking Ns > max(N,, NT, Ns) and using 
(4.45), (4.51), and (4.52) in (4.46). 
Next we derive an upper bound for A,. 
LEMMA 4.5. For n > N, we have 
A,=sup(iP(& Y,,ieK)-P($‘, W,,iEK)l:Keonuex,mea~~rable) 
<(I,-l)cp(k,+l). 
Proof. Note that (uniXi, j> 1) is uniformly mixing with mixing coef- 
ficient q*(k) < q(k). We take q*(k) = q(k) for simplicity. We demonstrate 
this result by modifying the proof of lemma 4.4 of [lo]. In this lemma 
Hipp derives the analogous result for sums of bounded strongly mixing 
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random vectors in R”. We obtain a stronger result for uniformly mixing 
random vectors as the right-hand side of (4.6) in [lo] can be replaced by 
(p’12(i) (In Hipp’s notation), using (1.7). The strengthening of this 
relationship allows us to take y (see (4.7) of [lo]) arbitrarily small by 
taking r sufficiently large. The desired result follows. 
We derive an upper bound for P( IZ; 1 S,, I> a,), where (a,, n > 1) is a 
sequence of real numbers. Let C, > 11 V-“211. We have already noted in the 
proof of Lemma 4.3 that there is an integer N, such that 
11 V-1’2ll <Cl T-l” ” n 1 naN,. (4.53) 
LEMMA 4.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 there is a constant C 
depending on C, and (q(j), ja 1) such that 
P(IZ;lS,BI >a,)-~C(l,k,)~ T,y2q4, naN,. (4.54) 
Proof: Take n 2 N6. Now 
P,‘&?I G IIK1’*ll Ixdl. (4.55) 
Applying Markov’s inequality gives 
p(I~,l&BI >~,)~PO~,,I aLuIK1’211~-‘) 
< 32a,y4( 11 V,- “* II)” 
x (~(&I, )” + E(&B2)4)> (4.56) 
where SnB = ( SnB, , SnB2)‘. From Lemma 3.2 we have 
(4.57) 
The desired results follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. For 6 > 0 choose an integer N,, such that T,, > 
1 + 6, n > N,, . Suppose that n > max(N,). Take s, = c”* and k, = [ c’ll], 
where [x] is the largest integer not greater than x. So 
c2P’11<i n ” <c P”’ 1 n . 
Then A, < CT,y2/11, A, < Cp;2/11. As c,E i jp114( j) < co there is a constant 
C>O such that q(j) < CjL4, ja 1. So AZ < CT,y4f11. Taking a,, = T;*/l’ in 
Lemma 4.6 gives A, < CT:2111 and Theorem 2.1 follows. 
683/26/l-S 
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5. COMPARMN WITH EARLIER WORK 
Hipp [lo] obtains a rate of n- ‘I4 log n for stationary sequences of R” 
valued uniformly mixing random vectors with zero mean, E IXi13 < CO, 
Cp= r q’/*(k) < co, Cov Xi = Z, and T, = n. For non-stationary sequences of 
real-valued random variables we have Theorem 5.1. Taking s = 1 in 
Corollary 2.1 gives a result which is directly comparable. In this case F,,(x) 
and @V,(x) are the distribution functions of real-valued random variables 
with zero mean and variance V,,. 
THEOREM 5.1 (Babu et al. [2]). Let (X,) be a sequence of uniformly 
mixing random variables with zero mean. Zf 
0) Elxjl 2+c<M< co, c>o, M> 1. 
(ii) x1?= I cp”‘(i) < 00. 
(iii) inf( V,/n)“* > 0, V, = Var(x;=, Xi), 
Then 
A, = O(n pv(c) log n), n-co, 
where 
Y(c)=&73 c’ = min( c, 1). 
Notice that condition (iii) implies at least linear growth for V,. This con- 
trasts with Corollary 2.1 where condition (iii) need not hold. Conditions (i) 
and (ii) are weaker that the corresponding conditions of Corollary 2.1. 
Notice that our estimate for A, is superior when c= 2. This is a con- 
sequence of assumption (2.2). 
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